
OwlTree is a 

web development 

consultancy

specialising in 

helping businesses 

and organisations grow and 

engage with their online audiences.

The team consists of in-house specialists and carefully

selected external partners as we recognise that a website 

for your business is part of a wider marketing strategy.

Bespoke website design and development

Research and Copywriting

eCommerce and database driven websites

Content Management System websites

Website hosting

Comprehensive maintenance packages

Logos and branding

Search Engine Optimisation

Website security reviews

Services

At the very centre of the OwlTree philosophy is you – the client
It’s your project and you should expect to receive the best solution for your business. That’s why
our consultative approach is the very strength of OwlTree. We research, we design, we develop,
we implement. Through the whole process we listen and we talk to you.

Why choose OwlTree

All projects are managed by a dedicated project manager to ensure the delivery of the best
solution but we encourage communication with any member of the team working on your project. 

Project Management

Our speciality is handmade, bespoke solutions coded from scratch and tested using our rigorous
processes. All websites are checked on multiple platforms and on all major browsers. Finally, W3C
compliance testing is performed so you can be assured that your website meets current web
standards.

Don’t just take our word for it. See over to read what our clients say.

Solutions tailored to you

01204 326280 www.owltree.co.uk



I would like to take this opportunity to say that the

quality of service offered by OwlTree was beyond

fantastic. Everything from start to finish was

professional and personal; on a level that was 

needed when I was designing my website. 

A hardworking and dedicated team, I just want 

to say I am so glad I picked you guys.

Hannah Devine, Something Blue Bridal Boutique

‘‘

’’
Choosing a web designer to best promote your

business is a big decision. We wanted a fresh, clean,

attractive image that was user friendly for our visitors

and OwlTree Web Solutions provided us with just that.

We couldn’t be happier with the results.

OwlTree is a pleasure to work with, being both

professional, genuine and, most importantly, they

listen to their client’s needs and deliver!

‘‘

’’Julia Beck – Managing Director Broadwood Assets Ltd

We particularly liked OwlTree’s professional, honest

and transparent approach. They avoided the use of

jargon or technical talk at all times and when they did

need to use technical terms they would always explain

very clearly what this meant, enabling us to stay

informed and still feel in control of our website. Staff

commented on their professionalism and friendliness

throughout.

I would recommend OwlTree to all, however, I

particularly feel small businesses and voluntary

organisations would benefit hugely from working 

with OwlTree especially organisations with specific

accessibility requests or anyone who likes to avoid

jargon and likes a friendly, tailored, professional and

efficient service.

‘‘

’’Justine Watson – Charity Manager, BSBP


